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Summary 

• River was moderately straightened, but time has begun to undo this 

change with signs of gradual recovery evident. 

• Good quantities of fallen wood sit in the channel. Fallen wood  and 

Meandering will accrete sediment, undoing the damage caused by 

historic straightening. 

• Some banks were free of trees, causing increased rates of bank erosion. 

Ash dieback is also taking many of the mature specimens and so tree 

planting should be sought. 

• Light and shade were generally good, but could be improved with tree 

planting over corner pools and light thinning over riffles. 

• The reach was predominantly unmanaged and should be kept as such.   
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Introduction 

This report is the output of a survey undertaken by Bruno Vincent of the Wild Trout 
Trust to a reach of the River Allen in Cornwall for benefit of Bodmin Angling 
Association. 
 
Normal convention is applied with respect to bank identification, i.e. left bank (LB) or 
right bank (RB) whilst looking downstream. Upstream and downstream references 
are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s, respectively, for convenience. Latitude, 
Longitude (decimal) Reference system is used for identifying locations.   

 

River  River Allen 

Waterbody Name  River Allen 

Waterbody ID  

 
 
GB108049007050 
  

Management 
Catchment  Camel 

River Basin District  Allen 

Current Ecological 
Quality  

Overall status of Moderate ecological status based upon an overall 
ecological potential of Moderate and a Failing chemical potential 

U/S Grid Ref 
inspected  SX 04116 75112 

D/S Grid Ref 
inspected  SX 03843 74449 

Length of river 
inspected   1000m 

 Table 1. Overview of the waterbody. Information sourced from: 
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-

planning/WaterBody/GB108049007050 

 

Under the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the Environment Agency classify 
the Allen (Upper) as Moderate with specific issues such failing levels of mercury and 
its compounds and Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE). Most  UK  waterbodies  
now  fail on  the  latter following  its  recent inclusion as a parameter for assessment. 

 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108049007050
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108049007050
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Catchment / Fishery Overview 

The River Allen (Cornish: Dowr Lehen, meaning slate river), a tributary of the Camel, 
is one of two rivers in Cornwall which share this name due to a mistake made in 1888 
by Ordnance Survey. It rises to the east of Tintagel and south-west passing St 
Teath and St Kew Highway before joining the Camel near Sladesbridge. The 
underlying geology of the catchment primarily comprises slate before transitioning 
to Mudstone, Siltstone and Sandstone in the lower reaches 

The following report covers a reach with potential as a new angling beat for Bodmin 
Angling Association (BAA). Dry fly, catch and release trout fishing has been suggested 
to attract a new cohort of younger anglers to the club. This is a welcome, progressive 
move that should suit the Allen well. 

Survey 

The survey was conducted in an upstream direction. Slow progress was made initially 
so the final section of the reach was investigated in spot samples. 

The reach was pleasantly unmanaged, with lots of well vegetated margins and many 
fallen trees lying within the channel. It had clearly been straightened in the past for 
land creation and harnessing the river’s power. Though this has increased bed erosion, 
causing moderate incision and reduced floodplain connectivity; it is managing to 
recover slightly. Recovery could be increased with deliberate felling of trees into the 
channel and acceptance of the land lost through lateral erosion and meandering. 

Light and shade regime were generally good though they could be improved in some 
specific places. With a reasonable pool-riffle sequence, some minor daylighting of 
riffle areas to benefit primary production could be implemented. Shading over deeper 
pool sections should be maintained, or if needed implemented, to reduce solar energy 
from warming the river. 

Once anglers begin to fish the reach, some level of in-channel clearance or 
manipulation maybe needed to allow wading passage. Sensitive trimming of the tops 
of in-channel material should be enough to let waders pass by without greatly 
reducing the habitat benefit such fallen timbers provide. 

Though the margins were pleasingly unkempt, they could benefit from the hinging of 
smaller saplings and coppice stems to further increase roughness, refuge and 
localised bed scour. 

A few sections would benefit from tree planting. Initially fast-growing species like 
Hazel and Willow to build back root structure into the banks, and including other 
native, slower growing species, for the future. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornish_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornwall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Teath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Teath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Kew_Highway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sladesbridge
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Map 1 An overview map with blue dots indication position of photos in this report. 

 

Figure 1 Start of reach. A fallen tree bridges the channel, possibly good for 
manipulation for anglers to wade past, but should be left in a relatively similar 
position. 50.537412 -4.7693032 
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Figure 2 A tree stump sits in the channel and may wash through, but leave it to find 
a stable place in the river. 50.5375713 -4.7692008

 

Figure 3 More fallen wood has begun the erosion needed to produce new meanders. 
All beneficial, to be left alone with only positive effects in such a remote stream. 
They may wash, shift or move a little but will find their place. 50.5383303 -4.7691166 
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Figure 4 Trailing limb varying the flow diversity. More structure is encouraged to 
maximise the different flow paths within the channel, building diversity of habitat. 
50.5384118 -4.7688322 

 

Figure 5 Meander being formed by deposited large woody material that fell recently 
from a tree, slightly upstream. The sycamore on right may get undermined and 
collapse, but plenty of room for river to adjust into RB. 50.538503 -4.7687139 
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Figure 6 Though the banks were not managed, they could still do with increased 
marginal cover. Hinging saplings and small coppice stems into the margin will build 
back the structure needed to benefit the reach. LB is also heavily shaded so hinging 
would benefit light levels to the river. 50.5388117 -4.7684239 

 

Figure 7 Plenty of young bankside saplings that could be hinged into the channel to 
increase flow diversity, refuge and create beneficial bed scour and deposition. 
50.5389764 -4.7683402 
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Figure 8 Dappled, but well-lit riffle. As juvenile salmonid habitat and having fast 
flowing water, increasing light levels on riffles increases primary production and 
kickstarts the bottom of the food chain. Dappled light such as this is ideal, but 
keeping pools shaded to prevent too much sunlight from warming the river. 
50.5390979 -4.7685257 
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Figure 9 After stone turning to investigate invertebrates, bullhead (Cottus gobio) 
eggs were observed, clinging to the underside. They were carefully put back in the 
same spot they came from. A reasonable assemblage of nymphs were observed 
such as the Heptageniidae clinging to the lower edge of the rock and some caddis 
species. 50.5392639 -4.7684049 
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Figure 10 Floodplain meadow on the RB. Historically the channel would have likely 
used much more of this floodplain and was probably forced to the side to create 
accessible arable land. The straightening of the channel has increased bed erosion, 
effectively disconnecting the river from the floodplain, but the most extreme spates. 
Allowing greater freedom of lateral erosion and accepting windfall in the channel will 
accrete sediment over time, raising the bed height, increasing floodplain utilisation 
and reducing flood pressures downstream. 50.5394919 -4.7681336 

 

Figure 11 Wading access may be needed to pass against the RB. It could be 
trimmed to create a passage (within white ellipse), or potentially hinged slightly 
down stream. 50.53979611 -4.76788472 
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Figure 12 Overhanging sycamore like this provides shade and refuge so good to 
retain. It was nice to hear the recipient say he casts upstream and drifts under. 
Fishing around good habitat features is more productive than removing snags and 
having no feature to cast to. 50.53995722 -4.76791917

 

Figure 13 A great pool. Well shaded with lots of good wood. Hinging some bankside 
saplings to coarsen up margins would maximise the potential habitat value. 
50.54009083 -4.76789972
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Figure 14 An excellent corner pool with rough, shaggy margins. Rising fish were 
witnessed. 50.54097694 -4.76805333 

 

Figure 15 Looking downstream into Figure 14, there is potential for bankside tree 
planting on RB to build root structure. With just one, dying ash it won’t be long 
before this bank is treeless. Willow and hazel could be quick solutions with other 
slower growing species in the mix too. 50.54106306 -4.76780167
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Figure 16 Looking downstream. A narrower straightened channel, diverse and 
unkempt fringe, combined with large coppice stools, are beginning to carve back 
some sinuosity. 50.54209222 -4.76703333

 

Figure 17 A small tributary stream that used to power a mill. Anecdotally migratory 
fish have been seen at the mill. 50.54203472 -4.76681528
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Figure 18 RB is bare of any vegetation other than grass. Some tree planting of 
mixed species (fast and slow growing) will help secure the banks and provide shade 
and terrestrial insects for the river. 50.54238083 -4.76684889

 

Figure 19 Dropped willow, Leave alone and if needed for wading access, trim tops 
to provide a route on the RB. 50.54254759 -4.76636643
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Figure 20 A Large windfall tree, firmly set in channel. Retaining this feature would 
be highly beneficial. 50.54580051 -4.76436703
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Recommendations 

• Keep as much fallen wood in the channel as possible. Where this causes 

lateral erosion, landowner assessment as to any undesirable loss should 

be made, but where possible allow this process to continue. Increased 

meandering and fallen wood will accrete sediment, undoing the damage 

caused by historic straightening. 
• Tree planting on some banks will be needed, especially as Ash dieback 

begins to ravage the few trees still standing. Building in redundancy now 

will prevent excessive erosion and improve the reach into the future. 
• Light and shade conditions were generally good, improvements could be 

made with tree planting over corner pools and light thinning over riffles. 
• Some fallen trees are restricting wading access. Sensitive trimming to 

allow passage only is the best course of action. Hinging could be 

employed to swing boughs in a downstream direction if needed to relive 

fishing access. 
• Reach was reasonably unmanaged and should be kept as such. Young 

saplings and coppice stands could be hinged into the margins to increase 

channel flow diversity and roughness. 
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Making it Happen  

The WTT may be able to offer further assistance:   

 

• WTT Project Proposal - further to this report, the WTT can devise a more 
detailed project proposal report. This would usually detail the next steps to 
take and highlight specific areas for work, with the report forming part of an 
Environmental Permitting Regulations application.   

 

• WTT Practical Visit - where recipients are in need of assistance to carry out the 
kind of improvements highlighted in an advisory visit report, there is the 
possibility of WTT staff conducting a practical visit. This would consist of 1-
3 days’ work, with a WTT Conservation Officer teaming up with 
interested parties to demonstrate the habitat enhancement methods described 
above. The recipient would be asked to contribute only to reasonable travel 
and subsistence costs of the WTT Officer. This service is in high demand and 
so may not always be possible.  

 

• WTT Fundraising advice - help and advice on how to raise funds for habitat 
improvement work can be found on the WTT website 
- www.wildtrout.org/content/project-funding  

 

• In addition, the WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video 
and PDF format on habitat management and improvement:  

o We have also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for 
Wild Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river 
habitat for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and 
practical demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of 
film cover key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing 
fish stocks and managing invasive species.  

•   

o The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop or by 
calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.  

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/project-funding
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Disclaimer  

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss or 
damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other person, 
company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon guidance made in 
this report.  

Legal permissions must be sought before commencing work on site. These are not 
limited to landowner permissions but will also involve regulatory authorities such as 
the Environment Agency – and any other relevant bodies or stakeholders. Alongside 
permissions, risk assessment and adhering to health and safety legislation and 
guidance is also an essential component of any interventions or activities in and 
around your fishery.   
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Appendix 

 

Figure 43 Hinged willow on the Cumbrian Derwent. Hazel, small willows and small 
alders can be hinged into a river, creating diversity of flow and in-stream cover for 
fish. The trees are hinged in a similar manor to hedge laying, where the tree is 
partially cut through at the base and laid into the margins. Chestnut stakes and sisal 
rope can be used to secure the trees in place. Willow will survive perfectly well even 
with 70% of the branches submerged; however, hazel and alder should be laid to 
retain much of the structure above water level. 
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Figure 44 Another example of a tree successfully hinged into the margins of a river 
to improve habitat diversity. 

 

Figure 45 Lodged woody material, the most natural of methods to mimic naturally 
fallen trees, wedged in another tree to secure it with no other materials required. 
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